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Recognizing the way ways to acquire this book
by herrin judith unrivalled influence women
and empire in byzantium 2013 hardcover is
additionally useful. You have remained in
right site to start getting this info.
acquire the by herrin judith unrivalled
influence women and empire in byzantium 2013
hardcover member that we find the money for
here and check out the link.
You could buy lead by herrin judith
unrivalled influence women and empire in
byzantium 2013 hardcover or get it as soon as
feasible. You could quickly download this by
herrin judith unrivalled influence women and
empire in byzantium 2013 hardcover after
getting deal. So, subsequently you require
the ebook swiftly, you can straight get it.
It's in view of that agreed simple and thus
fats, isn't it? You have to favor to in this
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Unrivalled Influencebrings together Herrin's
finest essays on women and gender written
throughout the long span of her esteemed
career. This volume includes three new essays
published here for the very first time and a
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Unrivalled Influence: Women and Empire in
Byzantium ...
(PDF) [Judith Herrin] Unrivalled Influence
Women and Empress | Georgiana Mza Academia.edu Academia.edu is a platform for
academics to share research papers.
(PDF) [Judith Herrin] Unrivalled Influence
Women and ...
ISBN: 9780691166704. Number of pages: 352.
Weight: 539 g. Dimensions: 235 x 152 x 20 mm.
Unrivalled Influence explores the exceptional
roles that women played in the vibrant
cultural and political life of medieval
Byzantium. Written by one of the world's
foremost historians of the Byzantine
millennium, this landmark book evokes the
complex and exotic world of Byzantium's
women, from empresses and saints to
uneducated rural widows.
Unrivalled Influence by Judith Herrin |
Waterstones
Buy By Judith Herrin Unrivalled Influence:
Women and Empire in Byzantium by Judith
Herrin (ISBN: 8601406744875) from Amazon's
Book Store. Everyday low prices and free
delivery on eligible orders.
By Judith Herrin Unrivalled Influence: Women
and Empire in ...
Unrivalled Influence explores the exceptional
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cultural and political life of medieval
Byzantium. Written by one of the world's
foremost historians of the Byzantine
millennium, this landmark book evokes the
complex and exotic world of Byzantium's
women, from empresses and saints to
uneducated rural widows.

Unrivalled Influence: Women and Empire in
Byzantium by ...
Judith Herrin "Unrivalled Influence" explores
the exceptional roles that women played in
the vibrant cultural and political life of
medieval Byzantium. Written by one of the
world's foremost historians of the Byzantine
millennium, this landmark book evokes the
complex and exotic world of Byzantium's
women, from empresses and saints to
uneducated rural widows.
Unrivalled Influence: Women and Empire in
Byzantium ...
Unrivalled Influence by Judith Herrin,
9780691153216, available at Book Depository
with free delivery worldwide.
Unrivalled Influence : Judith Herrin :
9780691153216
Unrivalled Influence brings together Herrin's
finest essays on women and gender written
throughout the long span of her esteemed
career. This volume includes three new essays
published here for the very first time and a
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Project MUSE - Unrivalled Influence
Unrivalled Influence explores the exceptional
roles that women played in the vibrant
cultural and political life of medieval
Byzantium. Written by one of the world's
foremost historians of the Byzantine
millennium, this landmark book evokes the
complex and exotic world of Byzantium's
women, from empresses and saints to
uneducated rural widows. Drawing on a diverse
range of sources, Judith ...
Unrivalled Influence - Judith Herrin - Häftad
...
Unrivalled Influence brings together Herrin's
finest essays on women and gender written
throughout the long span of her esteemed
career. This volume includes three new essays
published here for the very first time and a
new general introduction by Herrin.
Unrivalled Influence: Women and Empire in
Byzantium ...
Unrivalled Influence brings together Herrin's
finest essays on women and gender written
throughout the long span of her esteemed
career. This volume includes three new essays
published here for the very first time and a
new general introduction by Herrin.
Amazon.com: Unrivalled Influence: Women and
Empire in ...
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finest essays on women and gender written
throughout the long span of her esteemed
career. This volume includes three new essays
published here for the very first time and a
new general introduction by Herrin.
Unrivalled Influence - Walter de Gruyter
Unrivalled Influence: Women and Empire in
Byzantium Judith Herrin Unrivalled Influence
explores the exceptional roles that women
played in the vibrant cultural and political
life of medieval Byzantium. Written by one of
the world's foremost historians of the
Byzantine millennium, this landmark book...
Read More View Book Add to Cart
Judith Herrin | Princeton University Press
Judith Herrin (/ ˈ h ɛr ɪ n /; born 1942) is
a British archaeologist and academic of Late
Antiquity.She was Professor of Late Antique
and Byzantine Studies and Constantine
Leventis Senior Research Fellow at King's
College London (now emeritus).
Judith Herrin - Wikipedia
Find helpful customer reviews and review
ratings for By Judith Herrin Unrivalled
Influence: Women and Empire in Byzantium at
Amazon.com. Read honest and unbiased product
reviews from our users. Select Your Cookie
Preferences. We use cookies and similar tools
to enhance your shopping experience, to
provide our services, understand how
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Amazon.co.uk:Customer reviews: By Judith
Herrin Unrivalled ...
Unrivalled Influence brings together Herrin's
finest essays on women and gender written
throughout the long span of her esteemed
career. This volume includes three new essays
published here for the very first time and a
new general introduction by Herrin.

Unrivalled Influence explores the exceptional
roles that women played in the vibrant
cultural and political life of medieval
Byzantium. Written by one of the world's
foremost historians of the Byzantine
millennium, this landmark book evokes the
complex and exotic world of Byzantium's
women, from empresses and saints to
uneducated rural widows. Drawing on a diverse
range of sources, Judith Herrin sheds light
on the importance of marriage in imperial
statecraft, the tense coexistence of
empresses in the imperial court, and the
critical relationships of mothers and
daughters. She looks at women's interactions
with eunuchs, the in-between gender in
Byzantine society, and shows how women
defended their rights to hold land. Herrin
describes how they controlled their
inheritances, participated in urban crowds
demanding the dismissal of corrupt officials,
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relics, and marked religious feasts with
liturgical celebrations, market activity, and
holiday pleasures. The vivid portraits that
emerge here reveal how women exerted an
unrivalled influence on the patriarchal
society of Byzantium, and remained active
participants in the many changes that
occurred throughout the empire's millennial
history. Unrivalled Influence brings together
Herrin's finest essays on women and gender
written throughout the long span of her
esteemed career. This volume includes three
new essays published here for the very first
time and a new general introduction by
Herrin. She also provides a concise
introduction to each essay that describes how
it came to be written and how it fits into
her broader views about women and Byzantium.

In the eighth and ninth centuries, three
Byzantine empresses--Irene, Euphrosyne, and
Theodora--changed history. Their combined
efforts restored the veneration of icons,
saving Byzantium from a purely symbolic and
decorative art and ensuring its influence for
centuries to come. In this exhilarating and
highly entertaining account, one of the
foremost historians of the medieval period
tells the story of how these fascinating
women exercised imperial sovereignty with
consummate skill and sometimes ruthless
tactics. Though they gained access to the allpervasive authority of the Byzantine ruling
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to wear the imperial purple and wield
tremendous power as widows. From
Constantinople, their own Queen City, the
empresses undermined competitors and governed
like men. They conducted diplomacy across the
known world, negotiating with the likes of
Charlemagne, Roman popes, and the great Arab
caliph Harun al Rashid. Vehemently rejecting
the ban on holy images instituted by their
male relatives, Irene and Theodora used craft
and power to reverse the official iconoclasm
and restore icons to their place of adoration
in the Eastern Church. In so doing, they
profoundly altered the course of history. The
art--and not only the art--of Byzantium, of
Islam, and of the West would have been very
different without them. As Judith Herrin
traces the surviving evidence, she evokes the
complex and deeply religious world of
Constantinople in the aftermath of Arab
conquest. She brings to life its monuments
and palaces, its court ceremonies and
rituals, the role of eunuchs (the "third
sex"), bride shows, and the influence of
warring monks and patriarchs. Based on new
research and written for a general audience,
Women in Purple reshapes our understanding of
an empire that lasted a thousand years and
splashes fresh light on the relationship of
women to power.
A groundbreaking history of how the Christian
“West” emerged from the ancient Mediterranean
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In this acclaimed history of Early
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Christendom, Judith Herrin shows how—from the
sack of Rome in 410 to the coronation of
Charlemagne in 800—the Christian “West” grew
out of an ancient Mediterranean world divided
between the Roman west, the Byzantine east,
and the Muslim south. Demonstrating that
religion was the period’s defining force, she
reveals how the clash over graven images,
banned by Islam, both provoked iconoclasm in
Constantinople and generated a distinct
western commitment to Christian pictorial
narrative. In a new preface, Herrin discusses
the book’s origins, reception, and influence.

A riveting history of the city that led the
West out of the ruins of the Roman Empire At
the end of the fourth century, as the power
of Rome faded and Constantinople became the
seat of empire, a new capital city was rising
in the West. Here, in Ravenna on the coast of
Italy, Arian Goths and Catholic Romans
competed to produce an unrivaled
concentration of buildings and astonishing
mosaics. For three centuries, the city
attracted scholars, lawyers, craftsmen, and
religious luminaries, becoming a true
cultural and political capital. Bringing this
extraordinary history marvelously to life,
Judith Herrin rewrites the history of East
and West in the Mediterranean world before
the rise of Islam and shows how, thanks to
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role in the development of medieval
Christendom. Drawing on deep, original
research, Herrin tells the personal stories
of Ravenna while setting them in a sweeping
synthesis of Mediterranean and Christian
history. She narrates the lives of the
Empress Galla Placidia and the Gothic king
Theoderic and describes the achievements of
an amazing cosmographer and a doctor who
revived Greek medical knowledge in Italy,
demolishing the idea that the West just
descended into the medieval "Dark Ages."
Beautifully illustrated and drawing on the
latest archaeological findings, this
monumental book provides a bold new
interpretation of Ravenna's lasting influence
on the culture of Europe and the West.
"For many of us, Byzantium remains
"byzantine"--obscure, marginal, difficult.
Despite the efforts of some recent
historians, prejudices still deform popular
and scholarly understanding of the Byzantine
civilization, often reducing it to a poor
relation of Rome and the rest of the
classical world. In this book, renowned
historian Averil Cameron presents an original
and personal view of the challenges and
questions facing historians of Byzantium
today.The book explores five major themes,
all subjects of controversy. "Absence" asks
why Byzantium is routinely passed over,
ignored, or relegated to a sphere of its own.
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debates about empire, and discusses the
nature of its system and its remarkable
longevity. "Hellenism" confronts the question
of the "Greekness" of Byzantium, and of the
place of Byzantium in modern Greek
consciousness. "The Realms of Gold" asks what
lessons can be drawn from Byzantine visual
art, and "The Very Model of Orthodoxy"
challenges existing views of Byzantine
Christianity.Throughout, the book addresses
misconceptions about Byzantium, suggests why
it is so important to integrate the
civilization into wider histories, and lays
out why Byzantium should be central to
ongoing debates about the relationships
between West and East, Christianity and
Islam, Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy, and
the ancient and medieval periods. The result
is a forthright and compelling call to
reconsider the place of Byzantium in Western
history and imagination"-Byzantium. The name evokes grandeur and
exoticism--gold, cunning, and complexity. In
this unique book, Judith Herrin unveils the
riches of a quite different civilization.
Avoiding a standard chronological account of
the Byzantine Empire's millennium--long
history, she identifies the fundamental
questions about Byzantium--what it was, and
what special significance it holds for us
today. Bringing the latest scholarship to a
general audience in accessible prose, Herrin
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representative theme, event, monument, or
historical figure, and examines it within the
full sweep of Byzantine history--from the
foundation of Constantinople, the magnificent
capital city built by Constantine the Great,
to its capture by the Ottoman Turks. She
argues that Byzantium's crucial role as the
eastern defender of Christendom against
Muslim expansion during the early Middle Ages
made Europe--and the modern Western
world--possible. Herrin captivates us with
her discussions of all facets of Byzantine
culture and society. She walks us through the
complex ceremonies of the imperial court. She
describes the transcendent beauty and power
of the church of Hagia Sophia, as well as
chariot races, monastic spirituality,
diplomacy, and literature. She reveals the
fascinating worlds of military usurpers and
ascetics, eunuchs and courtesans, and
artisans who fashioned the silks, icons,
ivories, and mosaics so readily associated
with Byzantine art. An innovative history
written by one of our foremost scholars,
Byzantium reveals this great civilization's
rise to military and cultural supremacy, its
spectacular destruction by the Fourth
Crusade, and its revival and final conquest
in 1453.
This volume explores the political, cultural,
and ecclesiastical forces that linked the
metropolis of Byzantium to the margins of its
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region of Hellas and Peloponnesos in central
and southern Greece, Judith Herrin shows how
the prestige of Constantinople was reflected
in the military, civilian, and ecclesiastical
officials sent out to govern the provinces.
She evokes the ideology and culture of the
center by examining different aspects of the
imperial court, including diplomacy,
ceremony, intellectual life, and relations
with the church. Particular topics treat the
transmission of mathematical manuscripts, the
burning of offensive material, and the
church's role in distributing philanthropy.
Herrin contrasts life in the capital with
provincial life, tracing the adaptation of a
largely rural population to rule by
Constantinople from the early medieval period
onward. The letters of Michael Choniates,
archbishop of Athens from 1182 to 1205, offer
a detailed account of how this highly
educated cleric coped with life in an
imperial backwater, and demonstrate a
synthesis of ancient Greek culture and
medieval Christianity that was characteristic
of the Byzantine elite. This collection of
essays spans the entirety of Herrin's
influential career and draws together a
significant body of scholarship on problems
of empire. It features a general
introduction, two previously unpublished
essays, and a concise introduction to each
essay that describes how it came to be
written and how it fits into her broader
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longevity of Byzantium.

Gender was a key social indicator in
Byzantine society, as in many others. While
studies of gender in the western medieval
period have appeared regularly in the past
decade, similar studies of Byzantium have
lagged behind. Masculine and feminine roles
were not always as clearly defined as in the
West, while eunuchs made up a 'third gender'
in the imperial court. Social status
indicators were also in a state of flux, as
much linked to patronage networks as to
wealth, as the Empire came under a series of
external and internal pressures. This
fluidity applied equally in ecclesiastical
and secular spheres. The present collection
of essays uncovers gender roles in the
imperial family, in monastic institutions of
both genders, in the Orthodox church, and in
the nascent cult of Mary in the east. It puts
the spotlight on flashpoints over a
millennium of Byzantine rule, from
Constantine the Great to Irene and the
Palaiologoi, and covers a wide geographical
range, from Byzantine Italy to Syria. The
introduction frames the following nine
chapters against recent scholarship and
considers methodological issues in the study
of gender and Byzantine society. Together
these essays portray a surprising range of
male and female experience in various
Byzantine social institutions - whether
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course of more than a millennium. The
collection offers a provocative contrast to
recent studies based on western medieval
scholarship. Common themes that bind the
collection into a coherent whole include
specifically Byzantine expectations of gender
among the social elite; the fluidity of
social and sexual identities for Byzantine
men and women within the church; and the
specific challenges that strong individuals
posed to the traditional limitations of
gender within a hierarchical society
dominated by Christian orthodoxy.
From the bestselling author of The
Sleepwalkers, a book about how the exercise
of power is shaped by different concepts of
time This groundbreaking book presents new
perspectives on how the exercise of power is
shaped by different notions of time.
Acclaimed historian Christopher Clark draws
on four key figures from German
history—Friedrich Wilhelm of BrandenburgPrussia, Frederick the Great, Otto von
Bismarck, and Adolf Hitler—to look at history
through a temporal lens and ask how
historical actors and their regimes embody
unique conceptions of time. Elegantly written
and boldly innovative, Time and Power reveals
the connection between political power and
the distinct temporalities of the leaders who
wield it.
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